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Abstract
Let P be a finite partially ordered set with unique minimal element
0ˆ. We study the Betti poset of P , created by deleting elements q ∈ P for
which the open interval (0ˆ, q) is acyclic. Using basic simplicial topology,
we demonstrate an isomorphism in homology between open intervals of
the form (0ˆ, p) ⊂ P and corresponding open intervals in the Betti poset.
Our motivating application is that the Betti poset of a monomial ideal’s
lcm-lattice encodes both its Zd-graded Betti numbers and the structure
of its minimal free resolution. In the case of rigid monomial ideals, we
use the data of the Betti poset to explicitly construct the minimal free
resolution. Subsequently, we introduce the notion of rigid deformation, a
generalization of Bayer, Peeva, and Sturmfels’ generic deformation.
Introduction
There has been a great deal of work on the problem, posed by Kaplansky in the
early 1960s, of constructing a minimal free resolution of a monomial ideal M in
a polynomial ring R. While there are several methods for computing the Betti
numbers, a method for constructing the maps in a minimal resolution remains
elusive except for specific classes of ideals.
Our contributions to this problem are as follows. In Theorem 2.6, we give
a construction for the minimal free resolution of a rigid monomial ideal. We
follow this by defining rigid deformations, which leverage this construction to
give minimal free resolutions of non-rigid monomial ideals. This program is
easily shown successful in the case of simplicial resolutions, which we verify
in Theorem 2.12. Combined with knowledge of join-preserving maps between
finite atomic lattices, this gives a structural understanding of the pathways and
obstructions to minimally resolving monomial ideals by discerning the resolution
structure of combinatorially similar ideals.
Our overal program mirrors that of generic monomial ideals [1, 11], which
are known to have their minimal resolutions supported on the Scarf simplicial
complex ∆M . In this case, the maps in the minimal resolution are formed by
Zd-grading the maps in the algebraic chain complex of ∆M . Bayer, Peeva, and
Sturmfels [1] also introduce the notion of generic deformation of exponents,
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which gives a (generally non-minimal) simplicial resolution for every ideal, sup-
ported on the Scarf complex of the target generic ideal. The benefit of our
approach is an ability to describe (and in turn deform to) resolutions whose
structure is more complicated than the simplicial resolutions of generic ideals.
The second author establishes the motivation for our approach by showing
in [9] that generic deformation has blind spots. First, a poor choice of deformed
exponents can result in a generic ideal whose minimal resolution is as large as
possible – the Taylor complex [15]. Moreover, there exist finite atomic lattices
whose ideals have simplicial resolutions, but are not the result of any generic
deformation. In particular, there exist even monomial ideals of projective di-
mension two whose minimal resolutions have a very basic simplicial structure,
but which cannot be attained by the process of generic deformation. Our ap-
proach overcomes these deficiencies by taking advantage of the lattice structure
of the set of finite atomic lattices on a fixed number of atoms due to Phan[14].
In particular, we investigate the role that rigid ideals take in this lattice.
The main tool in our description of the minimal resolution of rigid ideals is
the order-theoretic perspective taken by the first author in [4]. The technique
presented therein creates a complex of vector spaces from the homology of in-
tervals in a poset and yields minimal resolutions in some cases. It recovers the
resolutions given by several known construction methods as being supported on
a relevant poset, including the Scarf resolution for generic ideals.
To describe the resolution structure of a rigid ideal, we identify the com-
binatorial object which encodes the unique Zd-graded bases in a rigid ideal’s
minimal resolution, extending our initial results [5] on rigid ideals. Where the
Scarf complex is the unique object supporting the minimal resolution of a generic
ideal, the Betti poset plays the same role for a rigid ideal. The Betti poset is
the subposet of an ideal’s lcm-lattice which does not contain the homologically
irrelevant data present in the lcm-lattice. We provided initial examples of the
utility of the Betti poset in [5], and this object has been subsequently studied
in [16] using techniques of category theory.
Fundamental progress comes in Section 1 by proving general statements
about the Betti poset of a poset P . Specifically, Theorem 1.4 uses classical
techniques from simplicial homology to establish an isomorphism between the
homology of certain open intervals of a poset P and those analogous intervals
appearing in its Betti poset.
In Section 2, we turn our attention to the lcm-lattice of a monomial ideal M
and its Betti posetBM . First, we establish Theorem 2.1 by using basic relabeling
techniques to show that the isomorphism class of BM completely determines its
minimal free resolution. Our proof avoids the functorial techniques of [16].
Our main result is Theorem 2.6, which states that when an ideal is rigid,
the Betti poset of its lcm-lattice supports the minimal free resolution. Section
3 contains the technical proof of Theorem 2.6.
With results on rigid ideals in hand, we introduce the notion of rigid defor-
mation by appealing to the structure of L(n), the lattice of finite atomic lattices
introduced by Phan [14]. Indeed, as a corollary to Theorem 2.6, we see that for
every monomial ideal M whose lcm-lattice is comparable in L(n) to that of a
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rigid ideal, the Betti poset of the rigid ideal supports the minimal resolution of
any monomial ideal whose Betti poset is isomorphic to BM . This generalizes
the equivalent Theorem 2.1 and the results of [16]. For a non-rigid ideal, there
may be several rigid ideals whose Betti poset supports a minimal resolution.
Conversely, we present an example of a non-rigid ideal which admits no rigid
deformation.
Throughout the paper, all posets are finite with a unique minimal element
0ˆ. In order to focus attention on the homological properties of their order
complexes, when considering the topological and homological properties of the
order complex ∆(P ) we write P in its place when the context is clear.
1 Homological properties of the Betti poset
In the category of simplicial complexes, the notion of vertex deletion is well-
studied. We review the analogous concept for deleting elements from a poset
P . Using this process, we show that under certain assumptions, deleting par-
ticular elements from a fixed open interval in a poset induces an isomorphism
in homology.
Let p be an element of the poset P . We refer to the poset P r {p} as
the deletion of p from P since in the order complex of (intervals of) P , this
operation corresponds to the topological notion of vertex deletion. The idea of
this procedure is related to the one described by Flo¨ystad [7].
In what follows, we examine the reduced homology of order complexes of
posets. For a poset P , we write hi = hi(P ) = dimk H˜i(∆(P ),k) for the k-vector
space dimension of the homology of the order complex of the poset P r {0ˆ}.
When p ∈ P , for notational simplicity we write ∆p = ∆Pp = ∆(0ˆ, p) for the
order complex of the associated open interval in P . As is standard, we say that
an element x ∈ P is covered by y (which we write as xly) when x < y and there
exists no z ∈ P such that x < z < y. For those p ∈ P with the property that
hi(∆p) = 0 for every i, we say that p is a non-contributor to the homological
data of P .
We now apply the notions of simplicial deletion, link, and star to the order
complex of a poset. Focusing on the order complex ∆q and a poset element
p ∈ (0ˆ, q) recall
del∆q (p) = {σ ∈ ∆q : p /∈ σ},
link∆q (p) = {σ ∈ ∆q : σ ∪ {p} ∈ ∆q}, and
star∆q (p) = {σ ∈ ∆q : p ∈ σ}.
Our interest in link∆q (p) comes from its relationship to del∆q (p) and star∆q (p),
which will be of use in analyzing the homological data in P .
When restricting to the subposet (0ˆ, q) ⊂ P , the complex link∆q (p) is the
simplicial join ∆(0, p) ∗∆(p, q). Using this notion, we prove the following.
Lemma 1.1. Let P be a poset and fix q ∈ P . If p < q ∈ P has the property that
hj(∆p) = 0 for every j, then there is an isomorphism in homology H˜i(∆q,k) ∼=
H˜i(del∆q (p),k).
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Proof. Take q ∈ P and recall that for any element p < q in (0ˆ, q), we have
link∆q (p) = ∆p ∗∆(p, q). Using the Kunneth formula, the reduced homology of
link∆q (p) is
H˜k(link∆q (p)) =
⊕
i+j=k−1
H˜i(∆p)⊗ H˜j(∆(p, q)).
Since p is assumed to be a non-contributor, H˜i(∆p) = 0 for every i and therefore
H˜k(link∆q (p)) = 0 for every k.
Next, consider the Mayer-Vietoris sequence in reduced homology for the
triple (
del∆q (p), star∆q (p),∆q
)
.
Since link∆q (p) = del∆q (p) ∩ star∆q (p) has homology which vanishes in every
dimension, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence
· · · → H˜i(link∆q (p)) → H˜i(del∆q (p))⊕ H˜i(star∆q (p))
→ H˜i(∆q)→ H˜i−1(link∆q (p)) → · · ·
reduces for each ` to
0→ H˜`(del∆q (p))⊕ H˜`(star∆q (p)) ψ`→ H˜`(∆q)→ 0
Hence, the map ψ` is an isomorphism. Furthermore, the simplicial complex
star∆q (p) is a cone with apex p and therefore H˜`(star∆q (p)) = 0 for all `. Thus,
H˜`(del∆q (p),k) ∼= H˜`(∆q,k) for all `.
When ∆p has trivial homology, the isomorphism between the homology of
the order complex of the original open interval (0ˆ, q) and the homology of the
order complex of the poset (0ˆ, q)r {p} suggests the following definition
Definition 1.2. The Betti poset of a poset P is the subposet consisting of all
homologically contributing elements,
B(P ) = {q ∈ P | H˜i(∆q) 6= 0 for at least one i}.
The name Betti poset is motivated by the study of minimal resolutions of
monomial ideals. This object was introduced in [5] and studied in [16]. We
specialize to monomial ideal setting in Section 2. In particular, if P is a finite
atomic lattice, then it is poset-isomorphic to the lcm-lattice of a monomial
ideal. In this context, the elements of the Betti poset of P consist of those
multidegrees of a monomial ideal which contribute Betti numbers in the minimal
free resolution. Before turning to this application, we prove several general facts
about Betti posets.
Corollary 1.3. Suppose p ∈ P is a noncontributor, i.e. that hi(∆p) = 0 for all
i. For P ′ = P r {p} with the induced partial ordering, B(P ) = B(P ′).
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Proof. Suppose p ∈ P has the property that hi(∆Pp ) = 0 for every i. For those
q ∈ P such that q < p, or when q is not comparable to p, the interval (0ˆ, q)
is the same in both P and P ′. As such, the isomorphism on order complexes
induces an isomorphism of homology. Thus, if q < p then q ∈ B(P ) if and only
if q ∈ B(P ′).
For q > p, then according to Lemma 1.1, H˜i(∆
P
q )
∼= H˜i(del∆Pq (p)) for every
i. However, del∆Pq (p) = ∆
P ′
q and therefore H˜i(∆
P
q )
∼= H˜i
(
∆P
′
q
)
. Hence, if
q > p then q ∈ B(P ) if and only if q ∈ B(P ′).
Theorem 1.4. Let P be a poset and B(P ) its Betti poset. For each q ∈ B(P )
we have an isomorphism of k-vector spaces H˜i(∆Pq ) ∼= H˜i
(
∆
B(P )
q
)
.
Proof. By induction on the number of non-contributing elements in P .
The base case where P and B(P ) differ by only one non-contributing element
p, is a special case of Corollary 1.3. Thus, for every q ∈ B(P ), we have H˜i(∆Pq ) ∼=
H˜i
(
∆
B(P )
q
)
.
Let k > 1 and suppose that for any poset P ′ which has fewer than k non-
contributing elements, H˜i(∆
P ′
q )
∼= H˜i
(
∆
B(P ′)
q
)
for every q ∈ B(P ′). Let P be
a poset which has k non-contributing elements. Write p for a non-contributor
of P , so that we have P = P ′ ∪ {p} for some p. Taking q ∈ B(P ) we have two
possibilities, similar to the proof of Corollary 1.3.
First, if q < p or if q is not comparable to p, then (0ˆ, q) is the same in both
P ′ and P , inducing an isomorphism in homology H˜i(∆Pq ) ∼= H˜i(∆P
′
q ). Using
the induction hypothesis in concert with the fact that Corollary 1.3 guarantees
B(P ) = B(P ′), we have
H˜i(∆
P
q )
∼= H˜i(∆P ′q ) ∼= H˜i
(
∆B(P
′)
q
) ∼= H˜i (∆B(P )q ) .
Alternately, if q > p then Lemma 1.1 applies, and viewing each element in
the larger poset P , we have H˜i(∆
P
q )
∼= H˜i(del∆Pq (p)). Since del∆Pq (p) = ∆P
′
q ,
then we obviously have H˜i(del∆Pq (p))
∼= H˜i(∆P ′q ). The induction hypothesis
now applies to P ′, a poset with fewer than k non-contributors. Together with
the equality of posets B(P ) = B(P ′) guaranteed by Corollary 1.3, we have
H˜i(∆
P
q )
∼= H˜i(del∆Pq (p)) ∼= H˜i(∆P
′
q )
∼= H˜i
(
∆B(P
′)
q
) ∼= H˜i (∆B(P )q ) ,
which completes the proof.
2 Resolutions of monomial ideals
We now use the results of Section 1 to study the minimal free resolution of a
monomial ideal M in a polynomial ring R. Recall that the lcm-lattice of M is
the set LM of least common multiples of the n minimal generators of M , with
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minimal element 1 ∈ R and ordering given by divisibility. For the remainder
of the paper, we consider the Betti poset of an lcm-lattice, which we denote
BM = B(LM ).
With the appropriate notions established, we state the first commutative
algebra result of this paper.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose M ⊂ R = k[x1, . . . , xd] and N ⊂ S = k[y1, . . . , yt]
are monomial ideals such that BM ∼= BN . A minimal resolution of M can be
relabeled to give the minimal resolution of N .
Proof. Suppose (FM , ∂M ) is a minimal free resolution of M . We exploit the
hypothesized isomorphism on Betti posets g : BM → BN to write a minimal
resolution for N .
Since BM ∼= BN , then for every xa ∈ BM , there exists a corresponding
monomial g(xa) ∈ BN of multidegree b. For every such g(xa) ∈ BN , write V ib
as a rank i vector space over k with basis {ejb}ij=1. The vector spaces V ib are in
one-to-one correspondence with the free modules of FM , with V ib appearing in
homological degree r since H˜r−2(∆(1,xa)) is nonzero.
To define the differential of FN , suppose the differential of FM takes the
form
∂M (ea) =
∑
ca,a′ · x
a
xa′
· ea′
where ca,a′ ∈ k, the bases ea and ea′ are respective generators for free modules
in homological degree r and r − 1, and xa′ < xa ∈ BM . The differential of the
complex FM ⊗R/(x1 − 1, . . . , xd − 1) is
δM (ea) =
∑
ca,a′ · ea′ .
We now relabel this complex and its differential using the data of the Betti
poset BN . For every g(x
a) ∈ BN of multidegree b, define a free module with
appropriate shift in multidegree, S(−b). Certainly, each summand of the vec-
tor space V ib appearing in our complex corresponds to exactly one of the free
modules whose shift is −b. Next, define the action of the differential of FN as
∂N (eb) =
∑
ca,a′ · g(x
a)
g(xa′)
· eb′
where b′,b are the multidegrees of the monomials corresponding to the com-
parison g(xa
′
) < g(xa) ∈ BN .
The sequence FN certainly has the minimum number of free modules, since
they were created using the data of the Betti poset BN . Furthermore, FN is a
resolution of S/N if and only if the subcomplex of FN (≤ m) is exact for every
m ∈ LN . The exactness of Zt-graded strands is certainly satisfied, since the
Zt-degrees of FN are in one-to-one correspondence with those of FM through
the isomorphism BM ∼= BN . Hence, FN is a minimal free resolution of S/N .
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Remark 2.2. The conclusion of Theorem 2.1 is different than part (3) of The-
orem 4.3 in [13], which also addresses minimal resolutions. Their result assumes
both an equality of total Betti numbers and the existence of a map between lcm-
lattices which is a least common multiple preserving bijection on atoms. Under
their assumption, one relabels a resolution of the source lattice’s monomial ideal
to create a resolution of the target lattice’s monomial ideal.
Our assumption of an isomorphism on Betti posets is more restrictive than
one assuming equality of total Betti numbers. Indeed, ideals with the same total
Betti numbers can have distinct Betti posets. However, our stronger assumption
removes the need for a reduction map between lcm-lattices, while maintaining
the ability to relabel minimal resolutions. In particular, monomial ideals which
share the same Betti poset need not have lcm-lattices which are related by a
reduction map.
Example 2.3. To illustrate the previous remark consider the following example.
Let
M = (b2ce2f2, cde2f2, ade2f2, abef, ab2cdf, ab2cde)
and let
N = (bce2f2, cde2f2, are2f2, a2be2f2, a2bcdf, a2bcde)
be two ideals in k[a, b, c, d, e, f ]. Their lcm-lattices (with the Betti poset elements
marked as bold dots) are shown in Figure 2.3.
Note that BM is isomorphic to BN , but there is no join preserving map
between LM and LN . The labeled elements which are not in the respective
Betti posets in both figures are incompatible.
In [5], we study a natural generalization of generic ideals, the class of rigid
ideals. A rigid ideal can have non-simplicial multidegrees which correspond to
unique multigraded basis elements in the minimal free resolution. To proceed,
recall the class of rigid monomial ideals.
Definition 2.4. [5] Let M be a monomial ideal, with lcm-lattice LM . Then M
is a rigid ideal if the following two conditions hold:
(R1) For every p ∈ LM , we have hi(∆p) = 1 for at most one i.
(R2) If there exist p, q ∈ LM , where hi(∆p) = hi(∆q) = 1 for some i then p
and q are incomparable in LM .
As one might expect, the rigidity of a monomial ideal is dependent on the
characteristic of the field k.
Remark 2.5. One implication of the definition of rigidity is that if b and b′
are such that βi,b and βj,b′ are nonzero and b > b
′ in L then i > j. To see
this assume j > i. Since b′ is the Zd-degree of a jth syzygy then there must
be a (j − 1)st syzygy whose Zd-degree divides b′ (i.e. it will be less than b′ in
L). Repeating this we obtain a chain of elements in L which ends in an element
corresponding to an ith syzygy of Zd-degree c < b′ in L. This contradicts
rigidity condition (R2), since by transitivity c < b in L and both βi,b and βi,c
are nonzero. Hence, i > j.
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Figure 1: Lattices from Example 2.3
(a) LM with BM marked
(b) LN with BN marked
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We are in a position to state the second commutative algebra result of this
paper.
Theorem 2.6. The Betti poset supports the minimal free resolution of a rigid
monomial ideal.
The proof of Theorem 2.6 amounts to showing that a sequence of vector
spaces derived from the combinatorial structure of the Betti poset BM is an
exact complex. We postpone the details of this technical argument to Section
3.
In the remainder of this section, we discuss the significance of Theorem
2.6 with regards to a progression of ideas concerning the minimal resolution of
monomial ideals. We use examples to make the case for the importance of the
class of rigid ideals as fundamental to the construction of minimal resolutions.
Remark 2.7. Note that one can always modify the minimal resolution of an
arbitrary ideal by scaling or permuting the Zd-graded basis vectors and prop-
agating this change in order to preserve exactness. Furthermore, for non-rigid
ideals one may also change the Zd-graded basis in ways which change the (com-
binatorial) structure of the minimal free resolution. In the case of rigid ideals,
such a change is impossible. In particular, we characterize rigid ideals in [5,
Proposition 1.5] as having a minimal free resolution with unique Zd-graded ba-
sis. Theorem 2.6 therefore provides a unique combinatorial object which encodes
both the unique Zd-graded basis and the mapping structure of the minimal free
resolution of a rigid ideal.
Theorem 2.6’s combinatorial prescription for the minimal resolution of a
rigid monomial ideal allows us to take aim at Kaplansky’s original question.
For a non-rigid monomial ideal M we strive to find a rigid deformation of M
whose resolution can be relabeled to give a resolution of M . We use the word
deformation here as a reference to the notion of a generic deformation in [1] and
[11]. Our notion of producing a rigid deformation will not involve perturbing
the exponents of the ideal’s generators, so we omit an explicit discussion of
deformations of exponents as mentioned in [1] and [11]. Instead we will discuss
the equivalent notion found in [8] and [9]. First we will need the following
definition.
Definition 2.8. [14] Let L(n) be the set of all finite atomic lattices with n
ordered atoms. Set P ≥ Q ∈ L(n) if there exists a join preserving map f : P →
Q which is a bijection on atoms.
The condition that there be a join preserving map which is a bijection on
atoms, is the same condition found in Theorem 3.3 of [8] which states that
a minimal resolution of an ideal with lcm-lattice P can be relabeled to be a
resolution of an ideal with lcm-lattice Q. In [8] the authors note that the
deformation of exponents from [1] produces lcm-lattices with this join preserving
map. Moreover, [9, Theorem 5.1] states that for any two comparable finite
atomic lattices in L(n), there exist monomial ideals so that the ideal whose
9
Figure 2: The lcm-lattice LI of Example 2.11
lcm-lattice is P is a deformation of exponents of the ideal whose lcm-lattice is
Q.
Definition 2.9. A monomial ideal J is a rigid deformation of the monomial
ideal I if J is a rigid ideal, and the resolution of J can be relabeled to minimally
resolve I.
Note here we do not simply require comparability in L(n) as would be sug-
gested by the work of [8] and [9]. Corollary 2.10 and Example 2.11 should
illuminate to the reader why we chose to make the definition this way.
Corollary 2.10. Let L be a finite atomic lattice and suppose that P > L ∈ L(n)
is rigid with the same Betti numbers as L. Then every L′ for which B(L) ∼=
B(L′) has its minimal resolution supported on B(P ). In other words, P is a
rigid deformation of L′.
Example 2.11. Let R = k[a, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z] and consider the squarefree
monomial ideal I = (uvxyz, atwxyz, stuwz, astuvwx, asuvwxy, stvyz) whose
lcm-lattice is pictured in Figure 2. The rigid deformation of I has an lcm-lattice
which is not comparable to LI in L(6), although the minimal free resolution of
I is supported on a regular CW-complex with the intersection property. In
particular, the highlighted element in LI is not in BI . Any attempt at a rigid
deformation that produces a lattice comparable to LI forces an increase in total
Betti numbers. To produce a rigid deformation of I, we locate a lattice which
is comparable to BI , the lattice created from LI by removing the highlighted
element removed. We are fortunate that BI is also a finite atomic lattice.
We have the following result guaranteeing the existence of a rigid deformation
for certain monomial ideals.
Proposition 2.12. If I is a monomial ideal whose minimal free resolution is
supported on a simplicial complex X, then there exists a rigid ideal J whose
minimal free resolution is also supported on X such that LI < LJ ∈ L(n). That
is, J is a simplicial rigid deformation of I.
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Proof. For ease of notation let us establish the following, L = LI , and P is the
augmented face poset of simplices of X, making P a finite atomic lattice. Note
that each of these lattices have the same number of atoms, and that in terms
of atomic supports, certain elements of L correspond to elements in P . In what
follows we will denote elements of L which do not also correspond to elements
in P as l (possibly indexed), elements of P as p (possibly indexed). Our goal is
to construct a new lattice T with the properties that T is greater than L and
P in L(n) such that there is an equality of total Betti numbers β(T ) = β(P ).
This lattice T will give rise to the monomial ideal J (and in fact LJ will be
isomorphic to T ).
Thinking of our finite atomic lattices as sets of sets (where the sets cor-
respond to atomic supports of each of the elements in the lattice), let T be
the meet closure of L ∪ P . By construction, T is a finite atomic lattice.
Moreover, we can think of T as consisting of elements of the following type
{l | l ∈ L and does not correspond to an element of P} and {p | p ∈ P}. Note
that one might worry that there is a subset of elements in T which takes the form
{m | m = l∧p}. This is however, not the case. Since X is a simplicial complex,
for each p ∈ P every subset of the atomic support of p in P corresponds to a
distinct element in P .
We need to show the following.
1. h˜i(∆
T
l ) = 0 for all i.
2. h˜i(∆
T
p ) = h˜i(∆
P
p ) for all i.
Proving the second item is easy. Since X is a simplicial complex, none of the
elements l can be less than any element p. This means all of the open intervals
(0ˆ, p) in T are isomoprphic to the same interval in P , guaranteeing that the
homology groups are the same.
To prove the first item, we first assume l is not greater than any other
elements of type l. In other words, all of the elements less than l are of the type
p. In this case the open interval (0ˆ, l) in T is isomorphic to the union of half
closed intervals
P≤l =
⋃
pilT l
(0ˆ, pi]P .
By the acyclicity condition in [2], we know that X≤l is acyclic for every l ∈ L.
Since ∆(P≤l) is the barycentric subdivision of X≤l we conclude that h˜i(∆Tl ) = 0
for all i.
Now we need to remove the assumption that l is not greater than any ele-
ments of the type l. We do this by working up from the bottom of the lattice T .
We want to find an l satisfying the earlier assumption, by the above argument
h˜i(∆
T
l ) = 0 for all i. By Lemma 1.1 we can delete l to create a subposet T
′ so
any l′ > l in T no longer has l below them in T ′ and the homology computations
for intervals in T ′ are the same as in T . Now if l was the only element of type
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l less than l′ in T , then in T ′ the element l′ satisfies the assumption that it
is only greater than elements of type p. Hence, the previous argument applies
so that h˜i(∆
T
l ) = h˜i(∆
T ′
l ) = 0 for all i. Note that in iterating this process
we reduce T down to P (or P − {1ˆ} if X is not a simplex), guaranteeing that
β(T ) = β(P ).
We have reason to believe that a more general statement is true and pro-
pose the following conjecture. Recall that a CW-complex is said to have the
intersection property if the intersection of any two cells is also a cell.
Conjecture 2.13. If I is a monomial ideal with a minimal resolution supported
on a regular CW-complex with the intersection property then I admits a rigid
deformation.
The notion of rigidity is not limited to resolutions supported on topological
objects. In fact, Velasco’s example of an ideal with non-CW resolution [17] is a
rigid ideal. However, the assumption in Conjecture 2.13 that the regular CW-
complex satisfy the intersection property is necessary. Consider the following
example, whose homological structure was pointed out to us by Adam Boocher.
Example 2.14. Let I be the edge ideal of the hexagon,
I = (x1x2, x2x3, x3x4, x4x5, x5x6, x1x6).
This ideal’s resolution is supported on a three-dimensional regular CW-complex
whose f -vector is (1, 6, 9, 6, 2). This complex is absent the intersection property.
Direct calculation shows that adding any single element to the lcm-lattice LI
increases Betti numbers. Hence, there is no finite atomic lattice with the same
Betti numbers whose Betti poset is isomorphic to BI . Therefore, I does not
admit a rigid deformation.
In this example, the key step which does not allow us to proceed along the
lines of the previous proof is that for the CW-complex supporting the resolution,
the meet-closure of the poset of cells is isomorphic to LI . Hence, no distinct
lattice P exists, and we cannot construct the corresponding lattice T .
3 The minimal resolution of a rigid ideal
In order to prove Theorem 2.6, we first describe the construction found in [4],
which produces a sequence of vector spaces and maps using the data of a finite
poset P . For ` ≥ 1, the vector spaces in this sequence are
D` =
⊕
p∈Pr{0ˆ}
H˜`−2(∆p,k).
In the border case, D0 = H˜−1({∅},k), a one-dimensional k-vector space. Note
that the atoms (level one elements) of P index the nontrivial components of the
vector space D1.
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These vector spaces are yoked into a sequence
D(P ) : · · · → D` ϕ`−→ D`−1 → · · · → D1 ϕ1−→ D0,
by maps ϕi whose structure comes from simplicial topology. To be precise,
denote the order complex of a half closed interval (0ˆ, p] as ∆dpe. We have the
following decomposition of the order complex of the open interval (0ˆ, q)
∆q =
⋃
plq
∆dpe.
Focusing on the homological interaction between a fixed ∆dpe and the rest
of ∆q, set
∆q,p = ∆dpe ∩
⋃
blq
b 6=p
∆dbe
 .
and note that ∆q,p ⊂ ∆p.
The maps ϕi are defined componentwise for every p using the connecting
maps in the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the triple∆dpe, ⋃
blq
b 6=p
∆dbe, ∆q
 .
Specifically, ϕi : Di → Di−1 is defined as ϕi|Di,q =
∑
plq
ϕq,pi . The compo-
nent map ϕq,pi = ι ◦ δq,pi−2 : Di,q → Di−1,p, is the composition of the map on
homology induced by inclusion, ι : H˜i−3(∆q,p,k) → H˜i−3(∆p,k) with δq,pi−2 :
H˜i−2(∆q,k) → H˜i−3(∆q,p,k), the connecting map from the Mayer-Vietoris se-
quence.
We proceed with the proof by first showing that D(BM ) is a complex when
M is rigid.
For a poset element q ∈ P , write `(q) = max{j : p1 l p2 l . . .l pj = q} for
the level of q, the maximum possible length of a saturated chain ending in q.
As a consequence, `(0ˆ) = 0 and the atoms of P are of level 1. The rank of q
is rank(q) = 1 + `(q) and may be thought of as the maximum number of poset
elements (including q) which appear within a saturated chain which ends at q.
For q ∈ P , write D(P )≤q for the subsequence of D(P ) constructed by using
the half-closed interval (0ˆ, q] with maps given as restrictions of the maps from
D(P ).
Definition 3.1. Given q ∈ P let C be the set of all chains c ∈ (0ˆ, q] such that
c has `(q) elements. The maximal ranked subposet of (0ˆ, q] is the set
MR(P, q) = {p ∈ (0ˆ, q] : p ∈ c ∈ C},
with comparison inherited from P .
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Remark 3.2. By definition, MR(BM , q) is ranked for all q ∈ BM . Using
Proposition 7.1 from the Appendix of [4], the sequence D(MR(BM , q)) is a
complex. Moreover, in the case when BM itself is ranked, then by the same
proposition, D(BM ) is a complex.
Remark 3.3. Note that Remark 2.5 implies that for a rigid monomial ideal,
if one records the number i for which βi,p is nonzero at each element p in
MR(BM , q) then the i strictly increase along chains. Specifically, i = 0 at the
minimal element, and i increases by one, traveling cover by cover along chains
in MR(BM , q).
Our goal is to use the fact in the previous remark to show that D(BM ) is
a complex even when BM is not ranked. We aim to do this by showing that
the last two maps in any multigraded strand D(BM )≤q behave exactly like the
maps coming from a ranked poset. The following lemma shows that the free
modules we obtain by passing to MR(BM , q) will agree in the last two spots of
the complex.
Lemma 3.4. Let M is rigid and h˜t(∆
BM
q , k) = 1 for a specific t. For p ∈
MR(BM , q) such that h˜i(∆
BM
p , k) = 1 for i = t, t − 1, or t − 2 we obtain the
equivalence
h˜i(∆
BM
p , k) = h˜i(∆
MR(BM ,q)
p , k)
for all i > t− 2.
Proof. If p ∈ MR(BM , q) then p ∈ BM . By rigidity of M , let us say that
h˜i(∆
BM
p , k) = 1 and h˜j(∆
BM
p , k) = 0 for j 6= i. This means that the maximal
chains in (0ˆ, p)BM are of length i + 1 and correspond to the faces forming a
cycle wp which generates H˜i(∆
BM
p , k). As these are maximal chains and since
p ∈ MR(BM , q) we can see that these are the same as the maximal chains in
(0ˆ, p)MR(BM ,q). Thus wp also generates homology for H˜i(∆
MR(BM ,q)
p , k).
We will use the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, and for simplicity designate X =
∆BMp , A = ∆
MR(BM ,q)
p , and define the poset B′ = {r ∈ BM | r 6∈ MR(BM , q), r <
p} and let B = ∆(B′). By construction we see that X = A∪B. By rigidity, we
know that H˜i(X, k) is nonzero for only one i (which by the assumptions of the
lemma is either t, t − 1, or t − 2) and is zero for all other i. Moreover, we can
also see that by rigidity that H˜i(B, k) is zero for all i, since if it were not (say
it was nonzero for some j) then H˜i(X, k) would also be nonzero in homological
j which would be a contraditction (see the definition of rigidity and Corollary
1.3 in [5]). Thus by Mayer-Vietoris we get the following isomporhisms from the
long exact sequence:
1. H˜i(A, k) ∼= H˜i(X, k) because H˜i(A ∩ B, k) is necessiarly zero since the
dimension of A ∩ B is strictly less than the dimension of B which is less
than i.
2. H˜j(A ∩B, k) ∼= H˜j(A, k) for j 6= i since H˜j(X, k) is zero for all j 6= i.
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In the second case we want to show that these groups are both zero for j = t,
or t−1. For j > i, both are clearly zero since the dimension of A is i (regardless
of how i relates to t). For j < i, we need only show that the isomporhism holds
for j = t, or t− 1. Here the maximal chains of B′ are of at most length i since
chains in (0ˆ, p)BM are of at most length i+1. Moreover as the maximal chains of
B′ are not maximal chains of MR(BM , q) and since p 6∈ B′, this further limits
the maximal length of chains in B′ to be of at most length i − 1. Thus in the
simpicial complex A ∪ B the maximum dimension of any face is i − 2. Now
consider our limits on what values i can take. If i = t, then the dimension of
A ∪ B is t − 2 and the homology vanishes in homolgial degrees t and t − 1. If
i = t− 1, the dimension of A ∪ B is t− 3 and so the homology vanishes in the
appropriate places. And the same is true if i = t− 2.
The next lemma demonstrates certain components of the maps in D(BM )≤q
are zero.
Lemma 3.5. If M is rigid and p ∈ BM is covered by q, and p 6∈ MR(BM , q)
then ϕq,pi in D(BM ) is the zero map for all i.
Proof. Because p, q ∈ BM we know that there exist k, l ∈ Z such that h˜k(∆p,k) =
1 and h˜l(∆q,k) = 1.
First we need to show that if plq in BM and p 6∈ MR(BM , q) then l−k > 1.
Clearly l−k 6= 0 for if so, we would contradict rigidity condition (R2). Moreover
by Remark 2.5, (R2) also implies that l > k.
Given that l > k, it remains to show that l > k+1. We see that the subposet
(0ˆ, q] in MR(BM , q) must contain a maximal chain of length l + 1 (in fact all
chains in MR(BM , q) have the same length which is l + 1). So the elements
p ∈ BM which are not elements of MR(BM , q) must lie in a chain of largest
possible length which is less than l + 1. Hence, (0ˆ, p] must contain a maximal
chain of length k+1. Since plq, the maximum length of a chain in (0ˆ, q] which
contains p must be k + 2. Thus, k + 2 < l + 1, or equivalently k + 1 < l, as
claimed.
Now we can finally show that ϕq,pi = 0. We will do this by showing that
δq,pi−2 : H˜i−2(∆q,k)→ H˜i−3(∆q,p,k)
is zero for all i. Since M is rigid, if ∆q only has nonzero homology in ho-
mological degree l then we need only focus our attention on the case when
i − 2 = l since otherwise the map is already zero. Specifically, we must show
that H˜l−1(∆q,p,k) = 0.
First, note that ∆q,p can also be expressed as the order complex of the poset
(BM )q,p := (0ˆ, p] ∩
⋃
p′lq
p′ 6=p
(0ˆ, p′]
 .
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Necessarily, (BM )q,p ⊂ (0ˆ, p) because p 6∈ (0ˆ, p′) for any such p′ l q. This
means that the length of the longest chain in (BM )q,p is less than or equal to
k and furthermore, that the maximum possible dimension of a face in ∆q,p is
k− 1. So if i > k− 1 it must be that h˜i(∆q,p,k) 6= 0. As previously argued, we
know that l > k + 1 so that k − 1 < k < l − 1. Thus H˜l−1(∆q,p,k) = 0.
Now we will show that the last two maps in D(BM )≤q and D(MR(BM , q))
are the same.
Lemma 3.6. The length of D(BM )≤q is equal to the length of D(MR(BM , q)).
Moreover, writing this common length as l, the first homological degree where
the two sequences can possibly differ is l − 2.
Proof. Denote MR(BM , q)− {q} as MR(BM , qˆ) and write ∆MR,q for the order
complex ∆(MR(BM , qˆ)). To see that the length of both sequences is the positive
integer l, it suffices to show that
h˜l−2(∆MR,q,k) = h˜l−2(∆q,k).
This follows immediately from the fact that the maximal chains of the ranked
poset MR(BM , qˆ) are exactly the maximal chains of (0ˆ, q), and that these chains
correspond to the (l − 2)-faces of the respective order complexes.
To see that the last two maps are the same in the sequences D(BM )≤q and
D(MR(BM , q)) first observe that if BM = MR(BM , q) then the two sequences
of maps are identical. Thus it remains to consider the case when (0ˆ, q] ⊂ BM
is not ranked. Lemma 3.5 guarantees that ϕl is identical in both sequences.
Moreover, we know that the basis elements of Dl−1 (in the sequence D(BM )≤q)
must correspond to elements p ∈ MR(BM , q) where plq. Indeed if this were not
the case consider an element p′ covered by q in BM which is not in MR(BM , q).
By Remark 3.3, the Betti number βi,p′ must be nonzero for some i < l− 1 since
p′ is in a chain of length less than l+ 1. Thus, the free modules in position l− 1
are the same in both sequences.
Finally we will show that the maps ϕl−1 are also the same. Note by 3.4,
it is possible for the free modules in position l − 2 to differ between the two
sequences, but the domain for ϕl−1 in both sequences are the same. Moreover,
if there are basis elements in position l−2 for the sequence D(BM )≤q which are
not in D(MR(BM , q)) then they must correspond to elements p′ ∈ BM such that
p′ 6∈ MR(BM , q). Since p′ is in a non-maximal chain this means that p′ is not
comparable to any of the elements p corresponding to basis elements in position
l − 1 since they are all in MR(BM , q). Thus ϕp,p
′
l−1 = 0 for all p ∈ MR(BM , q)
corresponding to basis elements in position l−1. Moreover this implies that the
only elements in (BM )≤q contributing nonzero components of ϕl−1 correspond
to elements in MR(BM , q). Thus the maps ϕl−1 are the same between the two
sequences.
With these lemmas in hand we now prove that D(BM ) is a complex.
Theorem 3.7. D(BM ) is a complex.
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Proof. First note that if BM is ranked then D(BM ) is a complex by Proposition
7.1 in the Appendix of [4].
Assume that BM is not ranked. We need to show that for any element
a ∈ Di, we have ϕi−1(ϕi(a)) = 0. It is sufficient to check this for basis elements.
Let q ∈ BM correspond to a basis element in Di. To verify that ϕi−1(ϕi(q)) = 0,
it is sufficient to check the composition of the maps in D(BM )≤q. By Lemma
3.6 we see that this criteria can be checked using the corresponding maps in
D(MR(BM , q)). However, since MR(BM , q) is ranked then, Proposition 7.1
of [4] implies that D(MR(BM , q)) is a complex. Thus ϕi−1(ϕi(q)) = 0, as
needed.
With D(BM ) shown to be a complex, it remains to verify exactness. In the
arguments that follow, square brackets written around a simplicial chain always
denote a homology class.
Theorem 3.8. If M is a rigid monomial ideal, then D(BM ) is exact.
Proof. Write p for the projective dimension of the rigid module R/M and fix
1 6 i 6 p. The construction of D(BM ) guarantees that an element v ∈ ker(ϕi)
has the structure of a a finite sum v =
∑
cq · [wq], where q ∈ BM , the coefficient
cq ∈ k and [wq] is a generator for the vector space H˜i−2(∆q,k).
Since v is an abstract sum of homology classes, each coming from a unique
vector space summand, v = 0 if and only if cq = 0 for every q. In such a
scenario, v ∈ im(ϕi+1). Therefore, in order to prove exactness, we must show
that every nonzero kernel element v is an element of im(ϕi+1).
Since the sum v is built from the homology classes of H˜i−2(∆BMq ,k) for
various q ∈ BM , we appeal to the structure of BM as a subposet of LM and to
the relationship between the simplicial homology of the relevant open intervals
in these posets. In particular, Theorem 1.4 guarantees that the class [wq] also
generates H˜i−2(∆LMq ,k).
As preparation for the rest of the proof, recall the notion of a cone of a sim-
plical complex taken over a disjoint apex a. This complex consists of simplices
which are simplicial joins of the apex a with simplices σ of the original simplicial
complex. We write {a, σ} for the associated simplicial chain in a cone complex.
Define u =
∑
cq · {q, wq} to be the finite sum of simplicial chains in the
algebraic chain complex C(∆(BM )). The chains in this sum are created by
coning the chains representing the classes [wq] over the apex q. The sum u is
an oriented simplicial chain in ∆(BM ) and the inclusion of posets BM ⊆ LM
guarantees that our sum is also an oriented chain of ∆(LM ). Since LM is a
lattice, then there exists y ∈ LM such that y = ∨q for those q appearing in the
sum.
Case 1: Suppose H˜i−1(∆LMy ,k) 6= 0, so that y ∈ BM . Such a y covers every
q ∈ BM which appears the sum u. Indeed, any x ∈ BM with the property that
q < x < y must have H˜j(∆
LM
x ,k) 6= 0 for i− 2 < j < i− 1, which is impossible.
If the class [u] =
[∑
cq · {q, wq}
]
generates H˜i−1(∆LMy ,k), then it certainly
generates H˜i−1(∆BMy ,k) since [u] is defined using simplices of ∆(BN ). This is
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not necessarily the case if we take an arbitrary generator of the homology of
∆LMy .
Applying the map ϕi+1 directly to [u], we have
ϕi+1([u]) = ϕi+1
([∑
cq · {q, wq}
])
(3.1)
=
∑
cq · ϕi+1|Di,q ({q, wq})
=
∑
cq ·
(∑
qly
ϕy,qi+1({q, wq})
)
=
∑
cq ·
(∑
qly
ι ◦ δy,qi−1({q, wq})
)
=
∑
cq ·
(∑
qly
[di−1({q, wq})]
)
=
∑
cq ·
(∑
qly
[wq] + [q, di−2(wq)]
)
=
∑
cq ·
(∑
qly
[wq] + [q, 0]
)
=
∑
cq · [wq] = v,
where [q, di−2(wq)] = [q, 0] since we assumed that [wq] is a cycle in ∆q. Thus,
v ∈ im(ϕi+1).
If the class [u] =
[∑
cq · {q, wq}
]
does not generate H˜i−1(∆LMy ,k), then it
certainly cannot generate H˜i−1(∆BMy ,k). There are now two possibilities.
If [u] generates H˜j(∆
LM
y ,k) in some dimension j 6= i−1, then we have found
a y which contributes in dimensions j and i − 1, which contradicts rigidity
condition (R1).
Suppose that [u] =
[∑
cq · {q, wq}
]
is zero in H˜i−1(∆LMy ,k). Thus, writing
u =
∑
cq · {q, wq} we have d(u) = d
(∑
cq · {q, wq}
)
is the boundary of a
simplicial chain in ∆BMy ⊂ ∆LMy . Calculating directly, we see that
d(u) = d
(∑
cq · {q, wq}
)
=
∑
cq · {wq} −
∑
cq{q, d(wq)}
must bound. We have assumed [d(u)] = 0, so that passing to homology classes,
0 = [d(u)] =
[
d
(∑
cq · {q, wq}
)]
=
[∑
cq · {wq}
]
−
[∑
cq{q, d(wq)}
]
.
However wq is a homology cycle for every q, so d(wq) = 0 and therefore,
0 = [d(u)] =
[∑
cq · {wq}
]
=
∑
cq · [wq] .
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Thus, we have shown that our kernel element v =
∑
cq · [wq] must be equal to
zero in this subcase and therefore v ∈ im(ϕi+1)
Case 2: Suppose H˜i−1(∆LMy ,k) = 0, so that y /∈ BM .
If the class [u] =
[∑
cq · {q, wq}
]
generates H˜i−1(∆LMx ,k) for some x, then
x < y ∈ LM and x ∈ BM . If such an x did not exist but [u] generated homology
then y ∈ BM , contradicting our assumption that y /∈ BM .
In fact, such an x ∈ BM which has [u] as a generator for H˜i−1(∆LMx ,k) must
be unique. To see this, suppose that x and x′ are two elements of BM whose
open interval homology is generated by [u]. Then q < x and q < x′ for every q
in the sum. There are now two possibilities. First, if x < x′ (or x > x′), then
we would have found two comparable elements in BM having nonzero Betti
numbers in the same homological degree. This is a contradiction to rigidity
condition (R2).
On the other hand, if x and x′ are incomparable, then within BM , there exist
at least two elements a and b such that a < x and a 6< x′, while b < x′ and b 6< x.
(If these elements did not exist then either x = x′ or they are comparable.) Since
M is rigid and [u] has been assumed to be a nontrivial homology class, then any
elements a and b which are present in the order complexes ∆BMx and ∆
BM
x′ need
not be part of any chain which generates the respective homologies. Indeed, were
a or b part of such a chain, then one possibility is that such a chain generates
homology separately from [u]. However, this contradicts rigidity condition (R1),
since we assume that [u] already generates a one-dimensional space without
containing chains ending in a or b. Alternately, if this new chain was homologous
to [u], and generated the homology of one of the order complexes ∆BMx or ∆
BM
x′ ,
but not the other, then we have a contradiction to our assumption that [u]
generates homology for both order complexes.
Furthermore, x∧ x′ /∈ BM when x and x′ are incomparable elements of BM
which are both comparable to all the q’s. Indeed, were this meet to exist in
BM , then a class generating the homology of the order complexes ∆
BM
x and
∆BMx′ would not be carried by chains containing the q’s. In the lcm-lattice LM ,
however, the meet x ∧ x′ must exists. Using the comparability relation in LM ,
then certainly x ∧ x′ > q for every q which indexes a summand in the original
definition of the class [u]. However, since x ∧ x′ /∈ BM then by definition,
H˜j(∆
LM
x∧x′ ,k) = 0 for every j. Hence, the homology of ∆LMx and ∆
LM
x′ cannot be
carried solely by the subcomplex ∆dx∧x′e. However, any oriented chain which
only contains poset chains ending in q’s is carried by this subcomplex. Thus,
were x and x′ distinct, then [u] could not generate homology in the asserted
dimension.
Having established that when [u] is a nontrivial homology cycle, it generates
the homology of ∆BMx for exactly one x ∈ BM , we now apply the map ϕi+1. This
calculation is similar to the one detailed in (3.1), where the covering element in
this case is x. The associated equation implies that v ∈ im(ϕi+1).
Our final possibility is that the class [u] does not generate H˜i−1(∆BMx ,k) for
any x ∈ BM . Together with the assumption that the [wq] generate homology in
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dimension i−2, rigidity guarantees that the class [u] cannot generate homology
in any dimension j 6= i − 1. Hence, either [u] = 0, or [u] generates i − 1
dimensional homology of ∆(BM ) since the elements q would be maximal in
BM . The former case implies that v = 0, which was argued in Case 1. We claim
that the latter case is impossible due to the fact that for any poset P with a
maximum element, the Betti poset B(P r {0ˆ}) is acyclic.
Towards verification of this claim, write 1ˆ for the maximum element of P .
If 1ˆ ∈ B(P ), then the order complex ∆(B(P r {0ˆ})) is a cone with apex 1ˆ, and
is acyclic.
On the other hand, if 1ˆ /∈ B(P ), then we proceed by induction on the
number of non-contributing elements of P . If 1ˆ is the unique non-contributing
element of P , then B(P r{0ˆ}) must be acyclic. Indeed, if we assume otherwise,
the equality B(P r {0ˆ}) = (0ˆ, 1ˆ) ⊂ P would imply that the order complex
∆(0ˆ, 1ˆ) = ∆(B(Pr{0ˆ})) had nontrivial homology, contradicting our assumption
that 1ˆ is a non-contributor.
Suppose that k > 1 and that for any poset P ′ with k non-contributors, the
Betti poset B(P ′r{0ˆ}) is acyclic. Let P be a poset with k+1 non-contributors.
For any non-contributor x 6= 1ˆ, Corollary 1.3 guarantees an equality of Betti
posets B(P r {0ˆ})) = B(P r {0ˆ, x}). By the inductive hypothesis, P r {x}
has k non-contributors, so that B(P r {0ˆ, x}) is acyclic. Hence, B(P r {0ˆ}))
is acyclic as claimed. Since an lcm-lattice LM has a maximum element, then
B(LM r {0ˆ}) is acyclic.
This completes the proof of exactness.
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